AS THE SOUTH GROWS
Between 2011 and 2015, foundations nationwide invested 56 cents per person in the
South for every dollar per person they invested nationally. And they provided 30 cents
per person for structural change work in the South for every dollar per person nationally.
It is hard for Southern leaders, especially those at the
vanguard of social change work in their communities,
to reconcile the reality of a region full of innovative and
MٺMK\Q^M[WKQITKPIVOMVM\_WZS[_Q\P\PMTWVO[\IVLQVO
dearth of resources to support their work.
The soil for growing exciting solutions to national
problems is deep and fertile in the South; the seeds are
XZM[MV\IVLNW]VLI\QWV[\IٺPI^MV¼\\]ZVMLWV\PM_I\MZ
1\¼[\QUM\WWXMV\PM[XQOW\
Because the South is and has often been the proving
OZW]VLNWZ[WUMWN \PMVI\QWV¼[UW[\ZMOZM[[Q^MX]JTQK
policies and rhetoric, choosing not to invest in Southern
structural change work puts marginalized people across
\PMKW]V\ZaQVPIZU¼[_Ia?IOM[IZM\WWTW_\W[]XXWZ\
working families in the Midwest because of anti-labor
legislation exported from Southern states. Cities and states
in the Southwest model their systemic harassment of
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immigrants on policies and practices pushed by a powerful
UQVWZQ\aWN ;W]\PMZVMTMK\MLWٻKQIT[<PMZWIL\WIUWZM
equitable future nationally runs through the South.
Southern leadership understands the twists and turns
that lie on the road ahead. These leaders understand how
_MI[IVI\QWVKIVÅVLW]Z_Ia\WIJM\\MZUWZMR][\
N]\]ZMJMKI][M\PMa¼^M_WVIJM\\MZN]\]ZMNWZ\PMU[MT^M[
and their families again and again against stacked odds.
<WLIa¼[UW^MUMV\[NWZR][\QKMIVLMY]Q\aIZMX]\\QVO
down deep roots at the intersections of gender, race, class,
sexual identity and immigration status across the South.
Southern organizers understand how to operate in an
environment where money for their work can be scarce,
but where reciprocal communal support has sustained
their communities for centuries. They also understand
how to move safely and strategically in a region where the
threat of economic, social and even physical retribution
is still real. They are equipped to teach and lead their
allies across the country in a vision that can win against
forces of division, obfuscation and oppression. Southern
organizations and the networks they comprise have all of
\PQ[?PI\\PMaLWV¼\PI^M[WU]KPWN Q[XPQTIV\PZWXQK
support to turn vision and skill into larger-scale change.

HOW TO MOVE FORWARD
Repair broken relationships and redistribute money
and power.
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High-capacity Southern social change networks exist
across the region. And change for the better is possible.
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And yet, as the funding data show, the resources to drive that change
PI^MVW\NW]VL\PMQZ_IaQV\W;W]\PMZVPIVL[=T\QUI\MTaW]Z
conversations with grassroots Southern activists, Southern family and
KWUU]VQ\aNW]VLI\QWV[\IٺIVLTIZOMVI\QWVITNW]VLI\QWV[\IٺXWQV\
to a simple factor behind that dearth of funding that is nonetheless
M`KMX\QWVITTaLQٻK]T\\WKPIVOM"\Z][\
.W]VLI\QWV[\IٺIVL\Z][\MM[·VI\QWVITIVL;W]\PMZV·LWVW\\Z][\
Southern leadership, especially when that leadership is by women
·M[XMKQITTa*TIKS_WUMV·XMWXTMWN KWTWZXWWZXMWXTM4/*<9
XMWXTMIVLQUUQOZIV\[<PMaLWV¼\\Z][\\PI\Q\Q[XW[[QJTM\WUW^M\PM
VMMLTMWV[\]JJWZVKPITTMVOM[QV\PM;W]\PIVL\PMaLWV¼\\Z][\\PI\
a dollar spent on amplifying the voices of those with the least wealth
and power in the South is a smart way to better the day-to-day living
KWVLQ\QWV[QV;W]\PMZVKWUU]VQ\QM[.]VLMZ[\IٺIVL\Z][\MM[LWVW\
trust that Southern grassroots networks understand how to use scarce
ZM[W]ZKM[MٺMK\Q^MTa\W_QVJQO^QK\WZQM[<PMaLWV¼\\Z][\;W]\PMZV
leadership enough to trust them when they say they need time, space
and resources to heal before they return to the frontlines.
Likewise, many grassroots leaders in the South do not trust
XPQTIV\PZWXaM^MV_PMVNW]VLI\QWV[\IٺIVLLWVWZ[PI^M\PMJM[\
intent. Philanthropic resources can be a powerful tool for long-term
change; in the South (and in other historically under-invested places),
PW_M^MZUIVaKWUU]VQ\aWZOIVQbI\QWV[PI^M_ZQ\\MVWٺXPQTIV\PZWXa
;WUMPI^MJMMVJ]ZVMLJaNW]VLI\QWV[\I_ٺPWXZWUQ[M\PM_WZTLIVL
do not deliver; some have been frustrated for too long by foundation
[\I[¼ٺQVIJQTQ\a\W_WZSMٺMK\Q^MTaQV\PMZMOQWV*ZWSMVZMTI\QWV[PQX[IVL
mistrust are left in the wake of decades of philanthropic misadventures.
The most promising way to overcome this lack of trust between
philanthropy and grassroots Southern leadership is to build
relationships. And to do this, grantmakers need to:
• Find out what’s broken.

8 THINGS YOU CAN DO RIGHT NOW
TO JUMP-START YOUR HIGH-IMPACT
GRANTMAKING IN THE SOUTH
1.

Re-evaluate your institution’s administrative
SURFHVVHVDQGUHTXLUHPHQWVWRDOORZIRUGLƚHUHQW
GHƛQLWLRQVRIFDSDFLW\VXFFHVVDQGULVNEHWWHU
suited to the Southern grassroots context.

2.

Reach out to those foundations in the South
DOUHDG\IXQGLQJVWUXFWXUDOFKDQJHZRUN

3.

Invest in grassroots civic engagement
infrastructure now.

4.

7DNHDULVNDQGEHUHDG\WROHDUQIURPWKH
outcome.

5. -RLQ*UDQWPDNHUVIRU6RXWKHUQ3URJUHVV
6. Hire Southerners – especially Southerners with
EDFNJURXQGVLQJUDVVURRWVRUJDQL]LQJDQGZLWKD
race and gender equity lens.
7.

Deepen your capacity to integrate a racial and
JHQGHUHTXLW\OHQVLQWR\RXUJUDQWPDNLQJWKDWLV
in the context of the South.

8. If you’re already moving money to SouthernOHGVWUXFWXUDOFKDQJHZRUNRUJDQL]H\RXU
philanthropic peers to do the same.

• Put relationship-building front and center in your
grantmaking strategy.
• Shift power and resources to Southern leadership.
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